Photoactivatable Xanthone (PaX) Dyes Enable Quantitative, Dual Color, and Live-Cell MINFLUX Nanoscopy
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1. Introduction

Just like every other optical super-resolution fluorescence microscopy technique, MINimal photon FLUXes (MINFLUX) imaging critically relies on the controlled transition of markers between two distinguishable states. These switches allow for the detection and localization of single fluorophores specifically utilizing a switch from a non-fluorescent (“off”) state to a transiently occupied fluorescent (“on”) state and back. The most prominent stochastically (“on/off”) blinking fluorophores used in published MINFLUX imaging data have been acquired with cyanine dyes, most prominently Alexa Fluor 647, that were extensively optimized for single molecule localization microscopy (SMLM). While drawing on the fluorophore expertise of the SMLM community enables straightforward acquisition of MINFLUX images, it does not drive the concept to its full potential.

MINFLUX nanoscopy benefits from temporally controlled (nearly deterministic) photoswitching, as it follows the principle of optical coordinate targeting for the localization of individual fluorophores. More specifically, the zero intensity of a structured excitation beam (e.g., a central minimum of a donut-shaped beam) is actively targeted to the fluorophore of interest (FOI), allowing for the latest fluorescence-photon-efficient localization by shifting the burden of requiring many photons for localization to the excitation laser and its virtually unlimited supply of photons. As the fluorophores are serially localized with the donut beam, the more temporally deterministic the nature of the implemented molecular switch is, the more efficiently the MINFLUX localization process should run.

The photoswitching mechanism of cyanine dyes is still under investigation, but the most persistent model is based on their photochemical behavior in the presence of thiols and the absence of oxygen. In their triplet state, cyanine dyes can be reduced (via photoinduced electron transfer) by thiolates, followed by a triplet-to-singlet intersystem crossing of the nascent geminate radical pair and radical combination. The resulting yield of the longer-lived “off” state of the dye, while regeneration of the “on” state follows homolytic cleavage and back electron transfer.
Scheme 1. Structure of PaX dyes used for 561 nm MINFLUX imaging. A) PaX dyes with their 1-alkenyl radical trap undergo a light-induced assembly into their fluorescent 9-alkoxypyronine photoproduct. B) Structures of PaX560, PaX+560 and PaX595. C) Structure of functional groups used for bioconjugation and HaloTag labeling. D) Schematic representation (electron microscopy (EM) density, EMD-2444) of the NPC (top, grey) and the Y complex (bottom, peach), with the nucleoporin 96 protein (green) fused to HaloTag (blue).

Transfer, and can be triggered via indirect illumination (activator/reporter pairs) or via direct illumination with ultraviolet (UV) light (typically 405 nm).[17,18,22,27] However, cyanine photoswitching is still (conditionally) temporally stochastic as (i) the regeneration also happens through a purely thermal (dark) reaction,[27] and as (ii) the excitation wavelength additionally regenerates the “on” state with a non-negligible rate due to spectral broadening of the electronic transition, allowing for SMLM imaging with exclusive irradiation at the absorption maxima of the “on” state.[27–29] Accordingly, the nature of photoswitching of cyanine dyes decreases MINFLUX efficiency by increasing the chance of several markers in the “on” state overlapping in time within a diffraction-determined area. As the excitation intensity zero is guided toward the FOI position by the fluorescent photons of that very same fluorophore, any detection of non-FOI photons will corrupt the localization process. If identified, these localizations are usually discarded, leading to extended measurement times and/or to the loss of information at the respective label position. If not treated separately, these localizations manifest as imaging artifacts at sample positions that do not carry any label.

Due to its truly molecular resolution, MINFLUX nanoscopy gains not only from the completeness of labeling on the sample preparation side but also from a robust and quantitative readout of each label position without a discrepancy between the biochemical labeling efficiency (biological ground truth) and the effective labeling efficiency (image data). In this regard, cyanine dyes in densely labeled samples further impair MINFLUX efficiency by (i) their long-known tendency to form dimers of that very same fluorophore, any detection of non-FOI photons will corrupt the localization process. If identified, these localizations are usually discarded, leading to extended measurement times and/or to the loss of information at the respective label position. If not treated separately, these localizations manifest as imaging artifacts at sample positions that do not carry any label.

Due to the truly molecular resolution, MINFLUX nanoscopy gains not only from the completeness of labeling on the sample preparation side but also from a robust and quantitative readout of each label position without a discrepancy between the biochemical labeling efficiency (biological ground truth) and the effective labeling efficiency (image data). In this regard, cyanine dyes in densely labeled samples further impair MINFLUX efficiency by (i) their long-known tendency to form dimers of that very same fluorophore, any detection of non-FOI photons will corrupt the localization process. If identified, these localizations are usually discarded, leading to extended measurement times and/or to the loss of information at the respective label position. If not treated separately, these localizations manifest as imaging artifacts at sample positions that do not carry any label.

Due to its truly molecular resolution, MINFLUX nanoscopy gains not only from the completeness of labeling on the sample preparation side but also from a robust and quantitative readout of each label position without a discrepancy between the biochemical labeling efficiency (biological ground truth) and the effective labeling efficiency (image data). In this regard, cyanine dyes in densely labeled samples further impair MINFLUX efficiency by (i) their long-known tendency to form dimers of that very same fluorophore, any detection of non-FOI photons will corrupt the localization process. If identified, these localizations are usually discarded, leading to extended measurement times and/or to the loss of information at the respective label position. If not treated separately, these localizations manifest as imaging artifacts at sample positions that do not carry any label.

Due to its truly molecular resolution, MINFLUX nanoscopy gains not only from the completeness of labeling on the sample preparation side but also from a robust and quantitative readout of each label position without a discrepancy between the biochemical labeling efficiency (biological ground truth) and the effective labeling efficiency (image data). In this regard, cyanine dyes in densely labeled samples further impair MINFLUX efficiency by (i) their long-known tendency to form dimers of that very same fluorophore, any detection of non-FOI photons will corrupt the localization process. If identified, these localizations are usually discarded, leading to extended measurement times and/or to the loss of information at the respective label position. If not treated separately, these localizations manifest as imaging artifacts at sample positions that do not carry any label.
the fluorescent protein, establishing them as the first organic dye alternatives to mMaple, currently, the only molecular switch reported for MINFLUX nanoscopy with 561 nm excitation.[8] Rationally designed, the +35 nm bathochromic shift of the novel PaX595 (Scheme 1B) further allowed for dual color 561 nm MINFLUX imaging based on spectral classification. Taking advantage of the deterministic, irreversible, and additive-independent nature of PaX photoactivation, we additionally highlight the dyes’ potential for fast live-cell MINFLUX imaging in regular cell medium with PaX560.

2. Results

The photo assembly of PaX dyes relies on the co-installation of a radical source (diaryl ketone) and a radical trap (alkene) in close proximity within the xanthone core such that light efficiently triggers the “locking” of the 9-alkoxyxypyrone fluorophore structure (Scheme 1A).[37] This caging-group free photoactivation mechanism fundamentally differs from the traditional approach of “unlocking” the emissive species by UV-degradation of photolabile cage groups.[35,36,40–48] The current PaX color palette offers two dyes—PaX560 and PaX+560 (Scheme 1B)—promising to fill the gap in fluorophores dedicated to 561 nm MINFLUX imaging. While both dyes are silicon-bridged xanthone analogs, the additional azetidine groups of PaX+560 almost double the dye’s brightness ($\Phi_{\text{fluor}} \times X_{561}$um, with $\Phi_{\text{fluor}}$ being the emission quantum yield and $X_{561}$ the absorption coefficient at 561 nm) compared to PaX560 ($\Phi_{\text{fluor}} \times X_{561}$um = 3.4×10^4 m 1 cm 1, PaX560: $\Phi_{\text{fluor}} \times X_{561}$um = 6.1×10^4 m 1 cm 1),[37] which can be attributed to the suppression of a non-emissive twisted internal charge transfer state.[49] Interestingly, when we further characterized the relative photostability of PaX560 and PaX+560 (Figure S1, Supporting Information), we identified that despite the improved brightness of PaX+560, the azetidine groups also increased the photobleaching quantum yield. Complementing the photophysical characterization, single molecule traces recorded after photodegradation of PaX560 and PaX+560 strongly suggest the absence of pronounced transient dark states of the activated dyes (Figure S2, Supporting Information). Any triplet incursions on timescales faster than the MINFLUX temporal resolution are not reflected in our data, even though presumably happening, and consequently leave the data quality of the MINFLUX recordings unaffected. Note that the single-molecule data suggest a certain degree of photobleaching in the absence of activation (405 nm) light (readout activation, Figure S2, Supporting Information).

We additionally reasoned that the introduction of fused indoline auxochromic fragments into the Si-bridged xanthone core should provide a bathochromically shifted PaX dye (similarly to a SiR700 analog of the Si-rodamine dye)complementing PaX560 and PaX+560 for dual color 561 nm MINFLUX imaging based on spectral classification. Initial density-functional theory (DFT) / time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) calculations predicted that the indoline fragment would not change the photoactivation behavior/mechanism of the open-form xanthone, compared to PaX560 and PaX+560 (Figure S3, Supporting Information). Since the previously reported copper-mediated halodeborylation proved to be incompatible with the indoline-bearing ketone, an alternative synthetic sequence was developed to access PaX565, involving the oxidative de-borylation with basic hydrogen peroxide followed by conversion of the resulting phenol to the aryl trflate (see supporting information for details).[37] The linker incorporating an alkene radical-trap was then installed by Suzuki–Miyaura cross-coupling, yielding PaX595 upon deprotection (Scheme 1B). The amino-reactive N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) ester derivative (Scheme 1C; Table S1, Supporting Information), the maleimide derivative, and the chloroalkane derivative of the dye were synthesized and characterized (see supporting information for details). PaX595 quantitatively converted, upon 405 nm irradiation, into the closed emissive form with an absorption maximum at 595 nm and a fluorescence emission maximum at 630 nm (Figure S4, Supporting Information). Finally, to demonstrate the chemical stability of PaX dyes for live-cell applications, we performed photoactivation assays of PaX560, PaX+560, and PaX595 in lysogeny broth (LB) medium (Figure S5; Table S2, Supporting Information), which provides a mixture of competing biomolecules including amino acids and peptides. We found over 80% of pyronine product formed, even after overnight incubation at 37 °C.

To appraise the performance of PaX dyes in 561 nm MINFLUX imaging, we selected the homozygous knock-in U-2 OS cell line endogenously expressing a fusion construct of nucleoporin Nup96 and HaloTag previously introduced as an in situ reference standard for quantitative super-resolution imaging,[39,52] granting stochiometric tagging (i.e., one HaloTag per target protein) and live-cell compatibility. The stereotypic arrangement of NPC proteins delivers easy-to-analyze reference data for quantifying the microscope performance via molecular counting. As the minimalistic PaX design renders bioconjugation derivatives soluble and cell-membrane permeable, we labeled living cells with chloroalkane PaX derivatives (PaX560:Halo, PaX+560:Halo, Scheme 1C; Table S1, Supporting Information). To simplify the measurements and make them independent of cell movements, cells were fixed prior to imaging, and the samples were actively stabilized on infrared light back-scattered by the fixed cells. The NPC contains 32 copies of Nup96—two copies per corner and per cytoplasmic/nucleoplasmic plane—and thus quantitative labeling would provide the option for localizing four fluorophores per corner during 2D imaging (Scheme 1D).[31] Based on the prior knowledge about the eightfold symmetry expected with Nup96 labeling, we sought to investigate the performance of PaX dyes in MINFLUX imaging (Figure S6, Supporting Information) by measuring the average occupancy (Occ), defined as the number of NPC corners containing at least one localization on the Nup96 MINFLUX images (Figure S7, Supporting Information). However, as the observed occupancy depends on both the localization success rate and the actual labeling efficiency, we chose the effective labeling efficiency (ELE) as the figure of merit, a parameter previously established to compare NPC labeling strategies.[19] Note that the actual labeling efficiency itself is a product of various factors including the HaloTag folding efficiency, the substrate cell-permeability, its binding efficiency, and its reactivity. To this end, we implemented an algorithm counting the detected corners of manually identified individual NPCs (Figure S7B, Supporting Information) similar to the approach introduced by Thevathasan et al.[19] and also used by other authors.[14,53]

To use the available photon budget of PaX560 and PaX+560 most efficiently and guarantee the highest possible localization success rate, we adapted the standard 2D MINFLUX imaging sequence...
provided by the manufacturer to the photophysical properties of the PaX dyes (seq_PaX, Table S3, Supporting Information), achieving a localization precision well under 3 nm with less than 200 photons per localization (PA\textsubscript{560}: \( \sigma_{xy} = 2.56 \) nm; PA\textsubscript{560}+: \( \sigma_{xy} = 2.62 \) nm; Figure 1A,B,D,E). Despite the significant difference in the quantum yields measured in cuvette experiments,[37] the total number of detected photons (Table S4, Supporting Information) did not substantially differ between PA\textsubscript{560} and PA\textsubscript{560}+: accounting for their similar localization precisions. This observation is consistent with the relative photostability of the two fluorophores (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Importantly, we found no significant differences in the mean number of detected NPC corners between the two dyes (PA\textsubscript{560}: \( \text{Occ} = 6.5 \pm 1.2 \); PA\textsubscript{560}+: \( \text{Occ} = 6.3 \pm 1.3 \); Figure 1C,F; Figures S8 and S9, Supporting Information). Remarkably, with an estimated ELE of \( \approx 33\% \), both PaX dyes grant a similar ELE as reported for other far-red molecular switches commonly used in conventional SMLM, combined with the same labeling strategy (HaloTag), namely Alexa Fluor 647-Halo and Cy5-Halo.[39] Note that these cyanine dyes are typically used in blinking buffers and thus provide several incursions into the “on” state (reportedly 4–26 cycles depending on the dye and the buffer), resulting in multiple opportunities to localize them successfully.[25,39] Accordingly, the observed PaX ELEs advocate for a high localization success rate of MINFLUX nanoscopy, as the PaX dyes’ irreversible switching behavior only grants one opportunity. This, however, offered an alternative approach to assessing the ELE via molecule reassignment to individual emission bursts. We simply counted the number of “on”-events per individual NPC and inferred ELE values slightly larger but comparable to the ones obtained by the Occ analysis (Figure S10, Supporting Information). We attribute the difference primarily to deformations and/or tilting of the individual NPCs but do not rule out the possibility that some “on”-events were incorrectly counted as two. Compared to the ELE of \( \approx 20\% \) reported for the irreversible molecular switch PA-JF549-Halo in SMLM, the significantly greater ELEs of PA\textsubscript{560} and PA\textsubscript{560}+ suggest an improved labeling efficiency to and/or a more quantitative photoactivation than PA-JF549-Halo.[86] Other ELE-compromising factors include early photobleaching and readout activation. To further validate the MINFLUX performance of PaX dyes on target structures other than the NPC, we acquired exemplary 2D MINFLUX data of cytoskeletal filaments. To this end, we labeled living homozygous knock-in U-2 OS cells endogenously expressing a fusion construct of vimentin and HaloTag with PA\textsubscript{560} and fixed the cells prior to 561 nm MINFLUX imaging (Figure S11, Supporting Information).

To establish PA\textsubscript{560} and PA\textsubscript{560}+ as valid alternatives to the photoconvertible protein mMaple for 561 nm MINFLUX imaging, we additionally acquired MINFLUX data of a fusion construct of Nup96 and mMaple endogenously expressed by a second homozygous knock-in U-2 OS reference standard cell line and subjected the data to the same Occ and ELE analysis workflow. In the first step, MINFLUX imaging was performed with the imaging sequence initially optimized for the PaX dyes.[18,39] However, a significant loss of events was noticed (mMaple\textsubscript{seq_PaX}: \( \text{Occ} = 5.7 \pm 1.4 \), \( \text{ELE} = 27\% \), Figure 2A–C), which may be attributed to the non-negligible probability of transitions into transient dark states (i.e., fast blinking events), the poorer photostability and the approximately three times lower photon budget of mMaple compared to PA\textsubscript{560} and PA\textsubscript{560}+ (Table S4, Supporting Information). Although mMaple offers an arguably higher signaling efficiency than other commonly used irreversibly switching proteins,[56] approximately half of the mMaple population was expected to emit in several microbursts separated by dark times as long as several milliseconds during the “on”-event,[57] as stated in previous reports.[56,58] Despite the more limited photon budget of the fluorescent protein, MINFLUX imaged the mMaple-tagged NPCs with a reasonable localization precision (mMaple\textsubscript{seq_PaX}: \( \sigma_{xy} = 4.92 \) nm; Figure 2). To allow for the acquisition of the best possible MINFLUX data, an adapted imaging sequence optimized for mMaple was used in the next step to minimize the event loss (seq_mMaple, Table S3, Supporting Information). The most significant difference to seq_PaX was the increase of the localization range \( L \) from 40 to 100 nm in the last MINFLUX iteration and a more lenient abort criterion on the continuity of the fluorescence photon flux to account for the more complex photophysics. With the adapted sequence, the occupancy and thus the ELE slightly increased (mMaple\textsubscript{seq_mMaple}: \( \text{Occ} = 5.9 \pm 1.2 \), \( \text{ELE} = 29\% \), Figure 2D–F), approaching the performance of the PaX dyes. However, seq_mMaple introduced a slight loss of localization precision (mMaple\textsubscript{seq_mMaple}: \( \sigma_{xy} = 5.89 \) nm;
for mMaple, unknown for HaloTag), the mMaple photoconversion of the fluorescent protein, resulting in a 2.5-fold overcounting of mMaple copies (i.e., Nup96 copies). Combined, we assume this to translate into an overestimation of mMaple’s ELE by Thevathasan et al. Interestingly, the ELE value we obtained by inferring the number of mMaple copies from individual “on”-events (Figure S10C, Supporting Information) suggests that the longer-lived dark states of the fluorescent protein do not provoke overcounting in MINFLUX as strongly as it does in camera-based localization.

We further exploited the fact that the spectral properties of PaX dyes can be readily tuned by rational design and envisioned PaX595 as a potent candidate for complementing PaX560 in dual color 561 nm MINFLUX imaging based on spectral classification. While both dyes can be potentially excited at the same wavelength, namely 561 nm (Figure 3A), they display a measurable shift in their emission spectra that facilitates the reassignment of the fluorophore type by splitting the single molecule emission into two spectral ranges (580-630 nm and 650–685 nm) detected by two dedicated photon-counting detectors (Figure 3B). To this end, we conjugated secondary antibodies with the amino-reactive NHS ester PaX595 derivative (Scheme 1C; Table S1, Supporting Information) and indirectly immunolabeled against nucleoporin Nup62 after live-labeling Nup96-Halo with PaX595-Halo (Scheme 1C; Table S1, Supporting Information) in the respective homozygous knock-in U-2 OS cell line. While all molecule position estimates were calculated using the photons detected with both detectors (PaX560/PaX595: $\sigma_{ij} = 1.75$ nm), the fraction of photon counts for each spectral detection window (detector channel ratio, DCR) (Figure 3C; Figure S12, Supporting Information) allowed for fluorophore classification in the rendered MINFLUX image (Figure 3D; Figures S13 and S14; Table S5, Supporting Information for data properties). Estimations of the theoretical DCR values (Figure S12, Supporting Information) show the correct tendency but are not accurate due to the unknown shape of the filters used in the microscope for channel separation, and probably due to small variations in the emission spectra in response to a different microenvironment. The PaX560 localizations representing Nup96 appeared in the stereotypic NPC arrangement as expected, whereas the PaX595 localizations representing Nup62, a component of the central transport channel, accumulated in the center of the NPC ring. Comparing the allegedly observed and spectrally expected fluorophore miss-classification (Figure S15, Supporting Information), we assign the presence of misplaced localizations (i.e., localizations conflicting with the known NPC positions of the target proteins) mainly to non-specific staining, specifically for the PaX595 immunofluorescence labeling strategy against Nup62 (i.e., off-target binding of the primary and/or the secondary antibodies). This result qualifies PaX595 as a useful partner to PaX560 for dual color, single 561 nm excitation MINFLUX imaging, based on spectral classification.

Finally, to fully explore all the advantages of PaX dyes, we assessed the possibility of live-cell MINFLUX imaging with PaX560, exploiting its irreversible switching behavior. It must be noted that actively stabilizing the sample on the infrared light back-scattered by living cells was not possible due to their movement. Moreover, the introduction of gold beads as fiducial markers was not well-tolerated by the cells, probably due to the cytotoxic effects of the bead’s capping and/or stabilizing agents. Thus, to avoid being strongly affected by (sub)cellular dynamics and...
potential sample drift during the measurement, we minimized the acquisition time by imaging small regions of interest (ROI < 500 nm×500 nm) that typically contained one or two NPCs (Figure 4; Figures S16 and S17, Supporting Information), and increased the activation power to maximize the measurement efficiency. Despite the lack of active sample stabilization, NPCs of living cells were successfully imaged in 60–120 s with a remarkable localization precision < 3 nm (Table S6, Supporting Information). We assign the difference in the NPC appearance to the fixed-cell data to a combination of cellular motion, motion of the NPC itself,[54,59] and a certain flexibility of the HaloTag relative to Nup96. In general, the NPC population of a cell is marked by a pronounced heterogeneity and variability in terms of NPC symmetry, diameter, ellipticity, and twist angle between the cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic planes, with individual NPCs strongly deviating from the idealized picture of a perfectly symmetrical ring suggested by structure averaging approaches.[60] Processed the same way as the dual color fixed-cell data (Table S6, Supporting Information), the PaX<sub>560</sub> live-cell data feature almost twice the localizations per event (PaX<sub>560</sub> live versus fixed: Locs/Event = 20 vs 13) and a similar number of photons per localization (PaX<sub>560</sub> live vs fixed: Photons/Loc = 110 vs 121). Although this leads to significantly more detected photons per event (PaX<sub>560</sub> live vs fixed: Photons/Event = 2220 vs 1572), the live-cell MINFLUX localization precision is slightly compromised (PaX<sub>560</sub> live vs fixed: σ<sub>xy</sub> = 2.81 vs 1.73 nm). Consequently, we attribute the small loss of precision to the missing active sample stabilization, and minor (sub)cellular movements during the live-cell MINFLUX measurements.

3. Discussion

MINFLUX pioneers a novel concept of super-resolution based on switching single molecules, that shifts the main photon burden from the emission of the fluorophores to their absorption and at the same time provides each fluorescence photon with more information content than in conventional localization. Thus, fluorophore design can prioritize other dye characteristics such as molecule compactness, live-cell permeability and compatibility, and the nature of the molecular switch, as it just recently has been showcased with the introduction of the novel class of PaX dyes.[37] Like all photoactivatable fluorophores, they offer only a

---

**Figure 3.** Dual color 561 nm MINFLUX imaging with PaX<sub>560</sub> and PaX<sub>595</sub> based on spectral classification. A) Absorption and B) emission spectra of solutions of PaX<sub>560</sub> and PaX<sub>595</sub> in methanol after complete activation with 405 nm light. The excitation wavelength (561 nm) and the detection windows used for MINFLUX imaging are indicated in the corresponding plots. The inset shows the color of the solutions under A) normal and B) UV (366 nm) illumination. C) Histogram of the DCR value of all localizations (grey) and the ones after spectral classification (green/magenta). D) Dual color MINFLUX image of NPCs in fixed U-2 OS-CRISPR-NUP96-Halo cells labeled with PaX<sub>560</sub>-Halo (Nup96, green), and with a primary antibody against Nup62 (magenta) in combination with a secondary antibody conjugated with PaX<sub>595</sub>. The inset shows a selected NPC. The spectral decomposition of the image is shown in Figure S13 (Supporting Information). Data properties can be found in Figure S14 and Table S5 (Supporting Information). Scale bars: overview 200 nm, zoom-in 50 nm.
single emission burst after deterministic “on”-switching. Their irreversible photoswitching nature provides the advantage of preventing multiple redundant localization attempts of the same molecule, which not only renders the data acquisition highly efficient but also pushes the imaging speed for smaller ROIs beyond the time scale of (slower) (sub)cellular movement, allowing for the acquisition of live-cell MINFLUX data. Moreover, it facilitates quantitative data analysis by allowing for molecule re-assignment to individual emission bursts and thus for molecular counting. When combined with quantitative labeling such as endogenous tagging, the potential for molecular identification and protein quantification can be fully exploited.

The downside to irreversible photoswitching is having only one opportunity to successfully localize the markers. Thus, maximizing the localization success rate is of utmost importance to MINFLUX imaging, especially with photoactivatable fluorophores, as it is for any imaging strategy relying on single molecule detection. To quantitatively assess and benchmark the MINFLUX performance of PaX dyes, we based the direct comparison of PaX560 and PaX+560 with the fluorescent protein mMaple on the readily measurable ELE, relying on the endogenous labeling and imaging of a specific NPC protein (Nup96) as a reference standard.[38,58] We observed no significant differences in the ELE between the two investigated PaX dyes, and a superior MINFLUX performance of PaX560 and PaX+560 over mMaple, one of the best irreversibly switching fluorophores in the given spectral range.[38,58] In addition, the ELEs obtained with PaX560 and PaX+560 are comparable to the best ELEs obtained with established blinking cyanine dyes (Alexa Fluor 647 and Cy5) and outperform the ELE of state-of-the-art photoactivatable live-cell dyes (PA-JF549) using the same labeling strategy and a SMLM setup.[39]

While mMaple had previously proven to be suitable for 561 nm MINFLUX imaging, measurements had to be conducted in 95% deuterium oxide with 5% Tris buffer to suppress excursions into transient dark states and increase the photon budget, even with living cells.[8,61] In contrast, PaX560-Halo equally enabled NPC labeling on the endogenous level, but additionally allowed for the acquisition of live-cell MINFLUX data in a complete cell medium, eliminating any stress on the cells introduced by bioincompatible buffers and/or photostabilizing additives. Although mMaple’s irreversible photoswitching behavior theoretically qualifies for molecular counting, its transient dark times are expected to lead to an overcounting error[62] and its tendency to dimerize can influence the target protein distribution.[58] Together with mMaple’s poorer photostability and lower photon budget as compared to PaX560 and PaX+560 and its non-quantitative folding, maturation, and photoconversion, MINFLUX data acquisition must compromise on localization precision and success rate.[38,58]

To this end, PaX560 and PaX+560 promise to be a valid alternative, as they are compatible with many live-cell labeling and imaging strategies.[17] These PaX dyes grant high ELEs by combining efficient HaloTag labeling and an uncompromised localization success rate for MINFLUX imaging. Rational design not only brought about the bathochromically shifted PaX595, which enabled dual color 561 nm MINFLUX imaging based on spectral classification, but also promises the development of other PaX representatives suitable for 640 nm MINFLUX imaging and for pseudocolor multiplexing by selective photoactivation. Just as
the development of MINFLUX is driving the design and development of novel molecular switches with dedicated properties, we expect PaX dyes to likewise boost applications in fluorescence nanoscopy and the development of HaloTag-based biosensors.\textsuperscript{[63]}

4. Experimental Section

A detailed description of the materials and experimental methods, including dye synthesis, sample preparation, MINFLUX setup description, data acquisition, and data analysis are provided in the Supporting Information.

Supporting Information

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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